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Unified description of floppy and rigid rotating Wigner molecules formed in quantum dots
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~Received 24 November 2003; published 17 March 2004!

Restoration of broken circular symmetry is used to explore the characteristics of the ground states and the
excitation spectra of rotating Wigner molecules~RWM’s! formed in two-dimensional parabolicN-electron
quantum dots. In high magnetic fields, the RWM’s are floppy rotors with the energies of the magic angular
momentum~L! states obeyingaL1b/L1/2. Under such fields the ground-state energies~referenced to the
kinetic energy in the lowest Landau level! approach the electrostatic energy ofN point charges in the classical
equilibrium molecular configuration. At zero field and strong interelectron repulsion, the RWM’s behave like
quasiclassical rigid rotors whose energies vary asL2.
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Introduction. The belief that the physics of two
dimensional~2D! semiconductor quantum dots~QD’s! in
high magnetic fields~B! is described1,2 by composite fermi-
ons, introduced3 originally for the bulk fractional quantum
Hall effect ~FQHE!, has been recently challenged4 by a pro-
posal that the fundamental physical entity in strongly cor
lated QD’s is acollectively rotatingWigner ~or electron!
molecule~RWM or REM!. Indeed, it has been lately foun
that electrons in 2D QD’s can undergo in the strongly cor
lated regime a spontaneous phase transition akin to
Wigner crystallization in the bulk, forming5–8 specific po-
lygonal geometric structures that are called Wigner m
ecules~WM’s!. These geometric structures break the ro
tional symmetry~for symmetry restoration, see below! and
reflect the presence of many-body crystalline correlati
that are revealed, as illustrated by us previously, in
‘‘humps’’ of the conditional probabilities7,8 and of the
broken-symmetry electron densities.5,6

The majority of recent studies address the properties
staticWM’s ~as a function of the QD parameters!.9–12 Here,
we study the properties of therotating WM. We show
through microscopic many-body investigations that
RWM in high B is afloppy rotor, while at largeRW ~and zero
magnetic field! it transforms into arigid rotor. @The Wigner
parameterRW[Q/\v0, whereQ is the Coulomb interaction
strength;Q5e2/(k l 0), with l 05A\/(m* v0) being the spa-
tial extent of the lowest single-electron wave function in t
external parabolic confinement of frequencyv0, andk is the
dielectric constant.# The ability to capture the physics of th
electrons in QD’s in both the high magnetic field and t
field-free regimes is an essential demonstration of the p
erful unification offered by the RWM picture, a property n
shared by other suggested approaches.

The collective rotationof the WM is inherent and natura
to the molecular picture. In particular, we show that it
manifested in characteristic energy-vs-angular-momen
relations for the excitation spectra and in specific limiti
values for the ground-state energies. These relations are
portant in the development of theories of electrons in Q
under the influence of a magnetic field and in the field-f
case, and they can be employed as diagnostic tools for
sessing the validity and applicability of alternative theore
cal descriptions.
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Description of the broad variation of the collective pro
erties of electrons in 2D QD’s requires a highly flexible a
accurate many-body method. In principle, exact diagonal
tion ~EXD! could have been used; however, its compu
tional limitations are a major obstacle. We demonstrate t
the recently proposed4,6 two-step method of circular symme
try breaking at the unrestricted Hartree-Fock~UHF! level
and of subsequent symmetry restoration via post-Hart
Fock projection techniques is an accurate and computat
ally efficient approximation which provides aunifiedmicro-
scopic description of the emergent picture of RWM’s in 2
QD’s.

The restoration of broken circular symmetry is necess
for a proper description of RWM’s. Indeed, while the brok
symmetry UHF solutions describe static WM’s,9–12 it is the
symmetry restoration step which describes the rotation of
WM’s and underlies the differentiation between rigid a
floppy ~at highB) rotors.

Two-step method.In general, the localized broken sym
metry orbitals are determined numerically via a se
consistent solution of the UHF equations.6 An efficient alter-
native, however, is to approximate these orbitals
appropriate analytical expressions.4,10–12Since we focus here
on the second step~restoration of the circular symmetry! and
the case of highB, it will be sufficient to approximate the
UHF orbitals~first step of our procedure! by ~parameter free!
displaced Gaussian functions,13 namely, for an electron local
ized atZj , we use the orbital

u~z,Zj !5
1

Apl
expS 2

uz2Zj u2

2l2
2 iw~z,Zj ;B!D , ~1!

with z5x1 iy , Zj5Xj1 iY j , and l5A\/m* V; V
5Av0

21vc
2/4, wherevc5eB/(m* c) is the cyclotron fre-

quency. The phase guarantees gauge invariance in the
ence of a perpendicular magnetic field and is given in
symmetric gauge byw(z,Zj ;B)5(xYj2yXj )/2l B

2 , with l B

5A\c/eB being the magnetic length. We only consider t
case of fully polarized electrons, which is appropriate at h
B.

We take theZj ’s to coincide with the equilibrium posi-
tions~forming nested regular polygons14! of N classical point
©2004 The American Physical Society06-1
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charges inside an external parabolic confinement of
quencyv0, and proceed to construct the UHF determina
CUHF@z# out of the orbitalsu(zi ,Zj )’s, i , j 51, . . . ,N. Cor-
related many-body states with good total amgular mome
L can be extracted6 from the UHF determinant using projec
tion operators; the projected energies are given by6

EPRJ~L !5E
0

2p

h~g!eigLdgY E
0

2p

n~g!eigLdg, ~2!

with h(g)5^CUHF(0)uHuCUHF(g)& and n(g)
5^CUHF(0)uCUHF(g)&, whereCUHF(g) is the original UHF
determinant rotated by an azimuthal angleg and H is the
many-body Hamiltonian~including the vector potential, ex
ternal confinement, and Coulomb two-body repulsion!. We
note that the UHF energies are simply given byEUHF
5h(0)/n(0).

Compared to an EXD calculation, the CPU time for c
culating the projected energies@see Eq.~2!# increases much
slower as a function ofL and N. In addition, the computa
tional efficiency of Eq. ~2! is greatly enhanced by th
knowledge10 of the analytical forms of the~in general com-
plex! matrix elements of the single-particle and two-bo
components ofH between the displaced Gaussians.

To test the accuracy of our method, we display in Fig
the ground-state energiesE22\V as a function of the mag
netic field for the triplet state ofN52 electrons and for al
three levels of calculations, i.e., the UHF, the subsequ
projection@PRJ, see Eq.~2!#, and the exact result.7 We ob-
serve that the UHF energies fare poorly compared to the
ones; note that forB.7 T, the PRJ and exact results a
practically the same. We further note that the UHF energ
do not reproduce the characteristic oscillations of the ex
ones; these oscillations originate from the fact that o
states with magic angular momenta can become gro
states~in the case of the triplet state forN52, the magic
angular momenta areL52m11, m50,1,2, . . . ).

Ground states at high magnetic field.Figure 2 displays

FIG. 1. Ground-state energies,E22\V, for the triplet state of
N52 electrons as a function of the magnetic fieldB. Solid line: PRJ
~rotating WM!; dashed line: exact; dotted line: UHF~static WM!.
The integers below the troughs of the PRJ and exact lines indi
the corresponding magic angular momenta. The parameters
m* 50.067me , \v053 meV, andk512.9. Here, as well as in the
other figures, the Zeeman contribution is not included, but can
easily added.
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the ground-state energiesE2N\V for N53 andN55 elec-
trons as a function of 1/B. Since our method allows us t
reach magnetic-field values as high asB5400 T, we con-
clude unequivocally that, asB→`, both the PRJ and UHF
ground-state energies approach the limiting value co
sponding to the classical energy ofN pointlike electrons at
equilibrium @in the (0,N) configuration forN52 –5] inside
an external parabolic confinement of frequencyv0, i.e.,

Ecl
st~N!5~3/8!~2RW!2/3NSN

2/3\v0 , ~3!

with SN5( j 52
N (sin@(j21)p/N#)21.15 Except for theB→`

limit, the UHF energies are higher in value than the projec
ones.

The projected ground states have magic angular mom
that vary~from one trough to the other! by steps ofN units
(N53,4,5) in accordance with the trend found for a mu
smaller range of angular momenta in earlier EXD studies.8,17

With our projection method, we were able to reach rema
ably high values ofL5369,690, and 1100 forN53,4, and 5,
respectively. The fact that both ground-state energiesEPRJ

2N\V and Eexact2N\V ~see Ref. 16! tend toEcl
st(N) for

B→` is a significant finding that has not appeared in t
FQHE literature;1,17 instead it has been implied thatE
2N\V→0 as B→`. In any case, it is doubtful that th
composite-fermion approach can conform to this rigoro
limit; 16 indeed the precise value ofEcl

st(N) depends crucially
on the long-range character of the Coulomb force acting
tween localized classical particles, and thus it is a result
nate to the WM picture.

Furthermore, this limit points out to interesting expe
mental ramifications. Namely, at highB, the addition ener-
gies @expressed by the finite second differenceD2E(N)],
while not conforming to the capacitance—Coulomb bloc
ade model,17 will tend to a constant valueD2,cl

st E(N)
5Ecl

st(N11)1Ecl
st(N21)22Ecl

st(N) ~e.g., 3.446 meV forN
54 and the parameters listed in the caption of Fig. 2!; this
constant value maybe detected experimentally.

te
re

e

FIG. 2. PRJ~solid lines! and UHF~dashed lines! ground-state
energies,E2N\V, for the fully spin-polarized ground states o
N53 andN55 electrons, as a function of 1/B. The range covered
is 4 T<B<400 T, and the zero of energy corresponds toEcl

st

514.415 meV forN53 and toEcl
st542.873 meV forN55. The

integers below the troughs of the PRJ curves indicate the co
sponding magic angular momenta. The parameters are as in F
6-2
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Yrast rotational band at high B.The yrast bandconsists
of the lowest-energy states~for a given B) having magic
angular momenta~the ground state is a member of this ba
and the remaining states are excited ones!. The yrast band for
N55 calculated atB560 T is displayed in Fig. 3.

The energy of the yrast states is composed1 of two con-
tributions; namely,E(L)5Ec(L)1V(L), whereEc(L) is the
confinement energy associated with the external poten
~including the kinetic energy!, and V(L) is the interaction
energy due to the Coulomb force. For highB, it is well
known1,17 that the confinement energy varies linearly withL;
in particular,Ec(L)→\(V2vc/2)L1N\V.

We have calculated the projected values@see Eq.~2!# for
these two components, namely,EPRJ

c (L) and VPRJ(L), for
N52 –6 and a variety ofB values and QD parameters. O

FIG. 3. Projected total energies,EPRJ25\V, for the yrast rota-
tional band~states with the lowest energy at magic angular m
menta! of N55 fully polarized electrons atB560 T, as a function
of the angular momentaL. The ground state has angular momentu
L5115. The choice of parameters ism* 50.067me , \v0

54 meV, and k512.9. Inset: The two contributionsEPRJ
c (L)

25\V andVPRJ(L) associated with the confinement~lower curve!
and the Coulomb interaction~upper curve!, respectively.
11330
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ability to calculate efficiently highL values allowed us to
confirm numerically the linearL dependence of the confine
ment energyEc(L), and also the precise proportionality co
efficient \(V2vc/2). Moreover, rather unexpectedly, w
also find that the interaction energy behaves asymptotic
asL21/2, i.e.,V(L)→CV /L1/2, whereCV is a constant given
below.

Table I listsVPRJ(L) for N55 andB560 T, as well as
for N56 @the ~1,5! configuration# andB→`; the latter limit
can be easily taken by setting4 l5 l BA2 in Eq. ~1!, which
restricts the electrons to the lowest Landau level. From Ta
I, one can see that the quantityf [VPRJ(L)L1/2/CV ap-
proaches unity as the angular momentum increases, w
CV5K3/2(SK/41dK,N21) e2/(kl), with K5N or N21 for
WM’s in the (0,N) or (1,N21) configurations, respectively

TheCV /L1/2 asymptotic dependence of the interaction e
ergy can be readily associated with a model8 of a classical
floppy moleculerotating inside a parabolic confinement cha
acterized by a frequencyV.18 Indeed, the energy of such
molecule is given by

Ecl
rot~K !5\2L2/~2J~a!!1J~a!V2/22\vcL/2

1K~SK/41dK,N21!e2/~ka!, ~4!

whereJ(a)5Km* a2 is the moment of inertia ofK pointlike
electrons located at the vertices of a regular polygon of
dius a. The second term is the potential energy due to
confinement, and the last term is the classical Coulom
repulsion electrostatic energy. At givenB, the radius of this
floppy molecule varies withL, and for large angular momen
tum ~and/or high B) it is given by a'lAL/K; a
→A2\cL/(eBK) for B→`. Substitution into Eq.~4! yields
the aforementioned linear and 1/L1/2 contributions, i.e.,

Ecl
rot~K !'\~V2vc/2!L1CV /L1/2. ~5!

A semiclassical approximationLgs
cl of the ground-state an

gular momentum minimizes Eq.~5!, with Lgs
cl}B. Conse-

-

TABLE I. Projected interaction energiesVPRJ(L) associated with yrast states at two values ofB560 T
and B→` for N55 @the ~0,5! configuration# and N56 @the ~1,5! configuration#, respectively. f
[VPRJ(L)L1/2/CV , whereCV515.388 forN55 andCV518.787 forN56. The fractional fillings are cal-
culated throughn5N(N21)/(2L). Energies in units ofe2/kl ande2/k l B for B560 T andB→`, respec-
tively. At B→`, V(L) is independent of\v0. At large finiteB, V(L) depends on\v0 throughl.

N55 B560 T N56 B→`

L(n) VPRJ f L(n) VPRJ f

40~1/4! 2.5000 1.02749 75~1/5! 2.2196 1.02317
50~1/5! 2.2216 1.02083 135~1/9! 1.6361 1.01186
60~1/6! 2.0198 1.01669 195~1/13! 1.3561 1.00799
80~1/8! 1.7409 1.01189 255~1/17! 1.1836 1.00603
100~1/10! 1.5531 1.00925 315~1/21! 1.0636 1.00484
120~1/12! 1.4154 1.00757 435~1/29! 0.9039 1.00347
140~1/14! 1.3089 1.00641 495~1/33! 0.8470 1.00304
160~1/16! 1.2233 1.00556 555~1/37! 0.7996 1.00271
180~1/18! 1.1526 1.00491 615~1/41! 0.7594 1.00244
190~1/19! 1.1216 1.00464 675~1/45! 0.7247 1.00222
6-3
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quently, the ground-state radiusags→r 0 as B→`, where
r 05 l 0RW

1/3(SK/41dK,N21)1/3 is the radius of the static clas
sical Wigner molecule. Note that, in the ground state aB
increases, the WM rotates faster in order to maintain
requisite value ofags5r 0.

We note that this inverse-square-root-of-L law at constant
B for the Coulomb interaction energy has also been ov
looked in the FQHE literature.1,17 This law provides a non-
trivial test in that it lends further support to the RWM pi
ture; especially since it also applies in theB→` limit ~see
right part of Table I!, which restricts the electrons to th
lowest Landau level~FQHE regime!. We note that highL ’s
correspond to lower fractional fillings, experimental
achieveable in high-mobility samples.

Rigid rotor at zero magnetic field.At B50, we found it
advantageous to allow the widthl and the positionsZj ’s of
the displaced Gaussians to vary in order to minimize~for
eachL) the projected energy@Eq. ~2!#. For largeRW’s and
for N52 –5 electrons, we find that the energies of the sta
in the yrast band can be approximated by

EPRJ~L !'EPRJ~0!1CRL2, ~6!

where the rigid-rotor coefficientCR is essentially a constan
whose value is very close~see thef̃ values! to the classical
one, corresponding to point charges in their (0,N) equilib-
rium configuration inside a parabolic confinement of fr
quencyv0; i.e., CR'CR

cl5\2/@2J(r 0)#.
In Table II, we list calculatedEPRJ(L) values forN55

whenRW5200. The fact thatf̃ [CR /CR
cl'1 for L<45 illus-

trates that the RWM behaves as a quasiclassical rigid ro
For smaller values ofRW , the rigidity of the RWM is pro-
gressively reduced.7 We note thatEPRJ(0)2N\v0 is very
close to the classical electrostatic value given by Eq.~3!.
r,

en

c
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Conclusions.Using the method of restoration of broke
circular symmetry, we have shown that the RWM’s in QD
exhibit characteristic properties as a result of their collect
rotation.

~1! In high B, they behave likefloppy rotorsand the en-
ergies of the magic states in the lowest rotational~yrast!
band, associated with magic angular momenta, obeyaL
1b/L1/2. In addition, the ground-state energies~referenced
to the kinetic energy in the lowest Landau level! approach
the limit of the electrostatic energy ofN point charges in
their classical equilibrium molecular configuration.

~2! At B50 and strong interelectron repulsion, th
RWM’s behave like quasiclassicalrigid rotors whose yrast
band exhibits anL2 dependence.

The rotating-Wigner-molecule picture unifies the descr
tion of the various physical regimes of strongly correlat
electrons in 2D QD’s. This unification is achieved throu
the computationally powerful method of restoration of br
ken symmetries via projection techniques.

This research was supported by the U.S. D.O.E.~Grant
No. FG05-86ER45234!.

TABLE II. Projected total energiesEPRJ(L) at B50 and RW

5200 associated with yrast states forN55 electrons@~0,5! con-

figuration#. f̃ [CR /CR
cl ~see text!. Energies in units of\v0.

L EPRJ f̃ L EPRJ f̃

0 323.3070 25 324.7657 0.988
5 323.3656 0.992 30 325.4033 0.986

10 323.5414 0.992 35 326.1537 0.983
15 323.8338 0.991 40 327.0153 0.981
20 324.2422 0.989 45 327.9866 0.978
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